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VALIDATION OF LEARNING HIERARCHY OF INSTRUCTIONAL CONTENT 
ON BEARING IN MATHEMATICS

Joshua O. Adeleke
Institute of Education,

University oflbadan, Nigeria.
E-mail: ioadeleke(a>vahoo.com

Abstract
Facing Sequencing of Instructional content is one ofthe major problems 
mathematics teachers are encountering in schools. Attempt was mode 
to review literature on thè identified probiem. Sufficient research 
findings revealed that there are substantial evidences to support thè 
generai theory of thè hierarchical structure of knowledge. A learning 
hierarchy for teaching Bearing and distances in Senior Secondary School 
was constructed. Based on thè hypothesized ordering of thè nine 
subunits (eight Cognitive Entry Characteristics-CEC and one criterion 
task), a diagnostic test was constructed to assess mastery ofeach ofthe 
eight units in thè hierarchy and Summative test (Mathematics 
Achievement Test-MAT) was constructed to assess thè mastery of thè 
criterion task. The reliability coefficient (r) and difficulty level (p) of MAT 
are 0.80 and 0.4 respectively. The nine instruments were administered 
to Four hundred and ninety two SS 3 students selected through muiti- 
stage random sampling technique from public co-educational secondary 
schools in three ofthe five locai government areas in Ibadan Metropolis. 
The hierarchical orderings of thè nine subtasks (eight CEC and one 
Criterion task) were generated in flow-chart form. Task analysis was 
basically used to establish links among units and criterion task. A 
correlation analysis technique was used to determine thè indices of 
agreement of each pair of units as well as pair of each unit with 
criterion task. All thè indices (r) were significant at 0.05 alpha level, 
hence all thè subunits in thè hierarchy were retained. It is sufficient to 
recommend for thè entire practicing mathematics teacher that 
adequate sequencing of instructional objectives to reveal thè 
prerequisite subtasks is an adequate procedure for enhancing better 
achievement in any mathematics topic.
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24 Validation of Learning Hierarchy of...

Key Words: Validation, Learning Hierarchy, Instructional Content, 
Bearing In mathematics and Cognitive Entry Characteristics

Background.
Sequencing instructional content is a fundamental issue in mathematics 
teaching and in geometry in particular. A team of Dutch educators, 
Pierre van Hiele and Dina van Hiele-Geldof, cited in (Mason 2005) took 
note of thè difficulties that their students had in learning geometry. 
These observations led them to develop a theory involving levels of 
instruction in geometry that students pass through as they progress 
from merely recognizing a figure to being able to write a formai 
geometrie proof. Their theory explains why many students encounter 
difficulties in geometry as a major subject in college mathematics, 
especially with formai proofs. Mason, (2005) believed that writing 
proofs requires thinking at a comparatively high level, and that many 
students need to have more learning experiences at lower levels before 
learning formai geometrie concepts. According to Hieles (1982) cited in 
Mason (2005), there are five levels, which are sequential and 
hierarchical. They are:

Level 1 (Visualization): Students recognize figures by appearance alone, 
often by comparing them to a known prototype. The properties of a 
figure are not perceived. At this level, students make decisions based 
on perception, not reasoning.

Level 2 (Analysis): Students see figures as collections of properties. 
They can recognize and name properties of geometrie figures, but they 
do not see relationships between these properties. When describing an 
object, a student operating at this level might list all thè properties thè 
student knows, but not discern which properties are necessary and 
which are sufficient to describe thè object.

Level 3 (Abstraction): Students perceive relationships between 
properties and between figures. At this level, students can create 
meaningful definitions and give informai arguments to justify their 
reasoning. Logicai implications and class inclusions, such as squares 
being a type of rectangle, are understood. The role and significance of 
formai deduction, however, is not understood.
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Joshua 0. Adeleke 25

Level 4 (Deduction): Students can construct proofs, understand thè role 
of axioms and definitions, and know thè meaning of necessary and 
sufficient conditions. At this level, students should be able to construct 
proofs such as those typically found in a high school geometry class.

Level 5 (Rigor): Students at this level understand thè formai aspects of 
deduction, such as establishing and comparing mathematica! systems. 
Students at this level can understand thè use of indirect proof and 
proof by contrapositive, and can understand non-Euclidean systems.

In addition to this, Clements and Battista (1992) proposed thè 
existence of Level 0, which they cali pre-recognition. Students at this 
level notice only a subset of thè visual characteristics of a shape, 
resulting in an inability to distinguish between figures. They gave an 
example that they may distinguish between triangles and 
quadrilaterals, but may not be able to distinguish between a rhombus 
and a parallelogram. If ability to differentiate among symbols serves as 
entry behaviour (Cognitive entry Characteristic) to a learning task then 
difficulty is bound to set in.

Cognitive entry Characteristics refer to pre-requisite learning 
needed by a learner for a particular learning task. Bloom(1976) explains 
that learning Hierarchy does not only include specific knowledge and 
skills needed, but also more generai cognitive skills and abilities that 
enable thè learner achieve meaningfully in a particular learning task. 
Oyedeji (1987) carried out an empirical study where he used 121 form 
four Nigerian Secondary School Students to find thè effect of 
Sequencing instruction after a validated learning hierarchy on Students' 
learning outcome. In tune with Bloom’s (1976) proposition, he ensured 
that most students attained mastery of any given task before 
proceeding to thè next related higher task on thè hierarchy. His 
instructional content was school certificate algebra. He tested his 
hypothesis at 0.05 level of significance. He found that thè experimental 
group on which thè validated hierarchy was used showed superior 
cognitive learning outcomes in acquisition of thè subject matter taught 
to thè control group. This tends to suggest that sequencing instruction 
may lead to high levels of cognitive achievement especially in 
mathematics.

The studies of Abadom (1993) and Adeleke (2007) support 
Bloom's (1976) theory that majority of thè variation in school learning
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26 Validation ofLeaming Hierarchy of...

is directly determined by Sequence of instruction. Abadon (1993) 
further explains that if students come into learning situations with 
adequate levels of Cognitive entry Characteristics (CEC), virtually all 
students can attain a high degree of learning with little variation in their 
learning outcomes and that under this situation aptitude ceases to 
predict achievement. This position was empirically tested in Abadom's 
(1993) work where two hundred and forty Associateship Certificate in 
Education students were used for thè study. The subjects were 
assigned to three treatment conditions to ensure various levels of 
Cognitive Entry Characteristics. These are experimental group 1 (high 
levels of CEC), experimental group 2 (CEC present but not necessarily to 
mastery level) and thè control group receiving conventional instruction. 
The content of instruction was factorization. At thè beginning of thè 
study, thè student's entry measures on aptitude and previous 
knowledge were taken. At thè end of thè unit on factorization, a post 
achievement test was administered. She found that Enhancement of 
Cognitive Entry Characteristics using Learning Hierarchy lead to high 
levels of Cognitive achievement and thè mean scores of experimental 
group 1, 2 and control were 78.7%, 53.3% and 49.9% respectively on 
thè achievement test. She also found that thè difference between thè 
experimental group 1 (High Level of CEC) and thè other groups were 
significant (P<0.001). But thè difference between thè experimental 
group 2 (moderate CEC) and thè control group was not significant at
0.05 alpha level. Her finding also supports Bloom's (1976) proposition 
on thè efficacy of CEC when enhanced in producing students' better 
cognitive achievement. Both Oyedeji, (1987) and Abadom, (1993) based 
their studies on Secondary School Algebra, but this study sought to 
Validate Learning Hierarchy that will involve sufficient CEC on Bearing 
as a topic in mathematics. Why bearing and not any other topic?

Bearing is an aspect of Geometry where majority of students 
performed poorly from year to year (WAEC chief examiners' reports, 
1997, 1999, and 2000).Geometry is an essential part of mathematics. 
Unfortunately, according to evaluations of mathematics learning, such 
as thè National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP), college 
grade two students In Alexandria fail to understand basic geometrie 
concepts and develop adequate geometrie problem-solving skills 
(Carpenter, Thomas , Mary, Corbitt, Henry, Kepner, Mary, Lindquist, 
and Robert, Reys, 1980; Fey, James, William, Atchison, Richard, Good,
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Joshua 0. Adeleke 27

Kathleen, Jerry, Mary, Kantowski, Linda, and Rosen, 1984; Kouba, Vicky 
, Catherine, Brown, Thomas, Carpenter, Mary, Lindquist, Edward, 
Silver, Jane and Swafford, 1988). This poor performance may be due, 
partly, to thè lack of cognitive entry characteristics which focus on 
recognizing and naming geometrie shapes and iearning to write thè 
proper symbols for simple geometrie concepts (Carpenter et al. [1980]; 
Flanders [1987]). In contrast, it is believed that elementary geometry 
should be thè study of objects, motions, and relationships in a spadai 
environment (Clements and Battista 1986). First, students' experiences 
with geometry should emphasize informai study of physical shapes and 
their properties and have as their primary goal thè development of 
students' intuition and knowledge about their spatial environment. 
Subsequent experiences should involve analyzing and abstracting 
geometrie concepts and relationships in increasingly formai settings. 
This is necessary to equip them adequately with cognitive entry 
characteristics needed to achieve meaningfully in geometry topics. 
Based on this background, this study sought to validate Learning 
Hierarchy, statistically adequate to enhance students' achievement in 
Bearing.

Statement of Problem
Mass failure Mathematics is being recorded yearly in both West African 
Examinations Council (WAEC) and National Examinations Council 
(NECO). Several attempts have being made by researchers in thè past 
to look at thè root cause of thè problem. Some investigated 
Instructional strategies, Learning materials and Learners' psycho socio 
variables that account for variation in students' achievement in 
mathematics. It appears sufficient attention has not been given to thè 
way teachers arrange their instructional content to support learning. 
Arranging instructional units sequentially to enhance achievement in 
school subjects especially mathematics goes beyond paper and pen 
activities. It requires analytic approach that will establish thè links and 
thè magnitude of support they give to one another. Thus, this study 
was carried out to validate hierarchy of instructional content adequate 
for effective teaching of bearing In mathematics.
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28 Validation ofLearning Hierarchy of...

Research questions
The questions below were raised to direct research activities in this 
study.

1. What is thè hypothesized Learning Hierarchy for instructional 
activities on Bearing?

2. What Units of instruction are valid for enhancing student 
achievement in Bearing

Methodology

Design
This study is a survey type. An ex-post facto approach was used for thè 
identification of CEC for learning bearing since none of thè independent 
variables was manipulated

The procedures for hypothesizing thè links adopts thè format of 
American Instructional Design Project (IDP) (2005) on identification of 
Cognitive Entry Characteristics (CEC). IDP (2005) stipulates that thè 
designer must identify CEC that must be passed along to thè learners 
with thè target task using procedural analysis or flowcharts or 
combination of thè two if appropriate for thè content. This study used 
thè hierarchy of CEC as thè flowchart. The flowchart is presented in thè 
Figs.l. Units 1 to unit 8 in Fig. 1 are thè hypothesized cognitive entry 
characteristics (CEC) while unit 9 consist thè target task that is 
distances, sizes of angles and bearing.

Sample
Three Locai Government Areas (LGA) were randomly selected from thè 
five existing ones in Ibadan metropolis. Stratified sampling was also 
employed in which thè selected LGAs formed thè strata. Ten schools 
were selected from thè three clusters using thè method of sampling 
proportion to size that is thè number of eligible co-educational senior 
secondary schools in each Stratum (selected LGA). An intact Science 
class was randomly selected and used from each of thè selected 
schools. Table 1 presents thè summary of thè distribution of thè 
selected schools as well as thè students for thè study.
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Table 1. Distribution of thè Selected Schools and students for thè
Survey

Ibadan
LGA

No. of CO-; 
educational 
Senior Sec. 
schools

No. of co-educational 
sec. sch. selected for 
thè survey

No. of
Students
selected

North 23 4 219
North
East

11 3 152

South
West

19 3 121

Total 53 10 492
Source: Planning Research and Statistics Department- Statistics Unit 
Ministry of Education Oyo State.

Instrumentation
Two different types of test were used to gather data for this study. 
They are:

(i) DiagnosticTests.
(ii) Mathematics Achievement Test (MAT)

Diagnostic Test
There are eight diagnostic tests used for thè study. Each is a 10-item 
formative test of 4 options scale that was used to measure students' 
achievement in each of thè units that constitute that hypothesized 
learning hierarchy. These units are: Fraction, Decimai and Algebraic 
Fraction, Algebraic process, Angles and triangle, Trigonometry, 
Specifying hearing, Presentation of hearing with diagram, Cosine rule 
and Sine rule. The tests were constructed by thè researcher.

Mathematics Achievement Test (MAT) -  This instrument was 
constructed and validated by thè researcher. It consists of 20 items of 
multiple-choice type. The reliability coefficient was established using 
Kuder Richardson formula 20. The reliability coefficient and difficulty 
index (p) of thè instrument were 0.8 and 0.4 respectively. A sample of 
119 SSIII students similar to target sample from co-educational 
secondary schools in Ibadan metropolis who have completed hearing in
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30 Validation ofLearning Hierarchy of...

their mathematics syllabus were used for thè test Reliability and item 
analyses of MAT.

Data Analysis
Task analysis was used to establish links among subunits on thee 
hierarchy correlation coefficients among thè topics in thè hierarchy 
were established using Pearson product Moment Correlation Analysis.

Results

Research Question One
What is thè hypothesized Learning Hierarchy for instructional activities 
on Bearing?
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HYPOTHESIZED LEARNING HIERARCHY 
TOPIC: BEARINGS

Et!
18

r
■NUnlt 9; Bearings.

Diatance

%  | Estimation of Direction in Degras J

Unlt S: ̂ ine Rule

S izc o f angle ofatriangle 

A
Length of side or a triangle

Relaiionship between sides and 
opposte anglea ofatriangle

U nit7; Cibine Rute

S ia  of angle of a triangle

Length o f side o f a triangle

Relattonship b?ween sides and 
included angle ofatriangle

T

UaltJ: Fraction, 
Algebraic Fraction

Decimai Fractions 

A
Divismo

Multipfication 
A

Unlt 2; Algebraic 
Proccia

Word Problem Involving 
algebra 

A
Solving Equation with 

Fraction

Solving Simple EquaUon 
A

Factorization

Unlt 6: Presenta tlon of 
Bear lag* and Distane#» 

with Diagram»

Diagram representa tion of 
bearings and diatances

Unlt 5: Specifying Bearing
Angular

A
Compass Method 

A
Measuring Anglea

Unlt 4: Trigonometxj
Length of aide'of a Triangle 

A
Size of Angle

Inverse of Trigonometrie Ratio

Reading fon? figure Table

Trigonometrie Rarios(Sine, Cosine, 
Tangent

Unlt 3: Angles and Triangle*
Size of Angle

Typea oTTriangle 

T m a of Anale
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32 Validation of Learning Hierorchy of...

Fig 1 reveals thè hypothesized units that may be included in 
instructional activities that constitute learning hierarchy that can 
enhance student achievement in Bearing. The first eight units serve as 
hypothesized Cognitive Entry Characteristics (CEC) that may be needed 
by students to learn Bearing to mastery. These Hypothesized CEC are: 
Fraction (Algebraic Fraction, Decimai Fractions, Division, Multiplication, 
Subtraction and Addition), Algebraic Process (Word Problem Involving 
algebra, Solving Equation with Fraction, Solving Simple Equation and 
Factorization), Angles and Triangles (Size of Angle, Types of Triangle and 
Types of Angle), Trigonometry (Length of side of a Triangle, Size of 
Angle, Inverse of Trigonometrie Ratio, Reading four figure Table, 
Trigonometrie Ratios-Sine, Cosine and Tangent), Specifying Bearing 
(Angular, Compass Method and Measuring Angles), Presentation of 
Bearings and Distances with Diagrams (Diagram representation of 
bearings and distances), Cosine Rule (Size of angle of a triangle, Length 
of side of a triangle, Relationship between sides and included angle of a 
triangle), and Sine Rule(Size of angle of a triangle, Length of sides of a 
triangle and Relationship between sides and opposite angles of a 
triangle). The major learning task is Bearing (Distance and Estimation of 
Direction in Degrees).

Research Question Two
What Units of instruction are valid for enhancing student achievement 
in Bearing.
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Table 1: Zero order Correlation Coefficients.

Correlation Correlation Coefficient (r) Decision
ri2 .556** S

ri3 .444** S
ri4 .50** S

ris .43** S
^16 .277** S

ri? .194** S
r 18 .273** S
Tl9 .204** S

r 23 .499** S
r 24 .512** S

r25 .409** S
r 26 .299** S

r 27 .274** S

r 28 .258** S
r 29 .283** S
r 34 .508** S
f35 .397** s

r 36 .409** s

r 37 .218** h s —

r 38 .265** s

r 39 .223** s

r 45 .376** s

r 46 .399** s

r 47 .202** s

r 48 .299** s
r49 .290** s

r 56 .338** s

r 57 .146** s

r 58 .192** s

r  59 .308** s

r 67 .234** s

r 68 .295** s

r 69 .276** s

^78 .244** s

 ̂79 .259** s

^89 .222** s

** = Correlation is significant at thè 0.01 level (2 -  tailed 
S=>Significant
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34 Validation ofLeaming Hierarchy of...

Link is significant when is significant at 0.05.
Table 1 shows that unit 1, fraction is significantly related to thè other 
seven cognitive entry characteristics (Algebraic Process, r=.556**; 
Angles and Triangles, r=..444**; Trigonometry, r=.50** Specifying 
Bearing, r=.43**; Presentation of Bearings and Distances with 
Diagrams, r=.277**; Cosine Rule, r=.194** and Sine Rule, r=.273**) 
and thè major learningtask, Bearing, r=.204**.

Similarly, Algebraic Process is found to be significantly related 
to other six cognitive entry characteristics (Angles and Triangles, 
r=.499**; Trigonometry, r=.512** Specifying Bearing, r=.409**; 
Presentation of Bearings and Distances with Diagrams, r=.299**; Cosine 
Rule, r=.274** and Sine Rule, r=.258**) and thè major learning task, 
Bearing, r=.283**.

Angles and Triangles is another topic in thè hypothetical 
hierarchy found to be significantly related to other five Cognitive entry 
characteristics (Trigonometry, r=.508**; Specifying Bearing, r=.397**; 
Presentation of Bearings and Distances with Diagrams, r=.409**; Cosine 
Rule, r=.218**; and Sine Rule, r=.265**) and thè major learning task, 
Bearing, r=.223**

Trigonometrie also is found to be significantly related to other 
four Cognitive entry characteristics (Specifying Bearing, r=.376**; 
Presentation of Bearings and Distances with Diagrams, r=.399**; Cosine 
Rule, r=.202**; and Sine Rule, r=.299**) and thè major learning task, 
Bearing, r=.290**

Specifying Bearing is found to be significantly related to other 
three Cognitive entry
Characteristics (Presentation of Bearings and Distances with Diagrams, 
r=.338**; Cosine Rule, r=.146**; and Sine Rule, r=.192**) and thè 
major learning task, Bearing, r=.308**.

Presentation of Bearings and Distances with Diagrams as a topic 
in Mathematics is found to be significantly related to other two 
Cognitive entry characteristics (Cosine Rule, r=.234**; and Sine Rule, 
r=.295**) and thè major learning task, Bearing, r=.276**.

Cosine rule and Sine Rule are significantly related (r=.244**) 
and both are significantly related to bearing (r= .259** and .222** 
respectively).

Thus, all thè hypothesized Units and links on thè hierarchy were 
found to be significant. Meaning that acquisition of sufficient
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Joshua O. Adeleke 35

knowledge on Fraction (Algebraic Fraction, Decimai Fractions, Division, 
Multiplication, Subtraction and Addition), Algebraic Process (Word 
Problem Involving algebra, Solving Equation with Fraction, Solving 
Simple Equation and Factorization), Angles and Triangles (Size of Angle, 
Types of Triangle and Types of Angle), Trigonometry (Length of side of a 
Triangle, Size of Angle, Inverse of Trigonometrie Ratio, Reading four 
figure Table, Trigonometrie Ratios-Sine, Cosine and Tangent), Specifying 
Bearing (Angular, Compass Method and Measuring Angles), 
Presentation of Bearings and Distances with Diagrams (Diagram 
representation of bearings and distances), Cosine Rule (Size of angle of 
a triangle, Length of side of a triangle, Relationship between sides and 
included angle of a triangle), and Sine Rule(Size of angle of a triangle, 
Length of sides of a triangle and Relationship between sides and 
opposite angles of a triangle) leads to better achievement in Bearing. 
Hence all thè hypothesized Units and links are retained to have thè 
validated learning hierarchy for teaching and learning Bearing, 
mathematics topics identified to be difficult. Thus, thè validated 
Hierarchy is presented as Fig 2.
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VALIDATED LEARNING HIERARCHY 
TOPIC: BEARINGS

Fig.2
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Discussion
This study, shows that possession of adequate levels of Cognitive entry 
characteristics leads to high cognitive achievement in mathematics. 
This is in agreement with Bloom's (1974, 1981) theory, Abadom's 
(1993) and Adeleke's (2007) findings. The students that performed 
better in thè units identified to be entry characteristics equally 
performed better in thè major learning task. Adeleke (2007) found out 
that thè highly enhanced Cognitive entry characteristics group 
performed better than students in partially enhanced CEC and thè 
control group. This reveals thè efficacy of CEC.

Sequencing learning tasks hierarchically leads to some 
improvement in performance. This finding is in agreement with Mason 
(2005) that learning experiences at lower level are basic pre -  requisite 
for learning formai geometrie concepts. However thè sequencing of 
learning tasks hierarchically can be complemented with an appropriate 
remediation strategy to promote better achievement among thè 
learners. Abadom (1993) aptly summarizes this finding in her assertion 
that presenting learning tasks hierarchically is a necessity but however 
not sufficient condition for high levels of cognitive achievement. She 
went further to say that, it would seems that if thè prerequisite tasks 
have not been learned to a high enough level, they will not make much 
impact on thè summative achievement test. This finding provides some 
explanation on thè learning of geometry. The sequence of presentation 
of learning materials assists learners build competence to cope with 
higher learning task.

Based on thè findings of this study, it can be said that Bloom's 
Theory of school learning is applicable to thè learning of geometry in 
Secondary School especially with respect to cognitive achievement. 
That is to say that when they come into a learning situation with high 
levels of necessary cognitive entry characteristics, they will attain high 
levels of cognitive achievement. It would seems that any student with 
learning difficulties in topics that make up CEC (Fraction, decimai and 
Algebraic fraction, Algebraic Process, Angles and triangle, 
Trigonometry, Specifying Bearing, presentation of hearing with 
diagram, cosine rule and Sine rute) may not be able to solve problems 
on bearing and distances adequately. Abadom's (1993) explanation on 
thè relationship between CEC and cognitive achievement paints a
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plausible picture of what goes on in theteaching learning situation. In 
her view:-

The partially enhanced CEC and control groups had a more 
complex learning situation. Many of them had to team thè 
process and figure out what was being done when each of 
those pre requisite skills was being brought into thè 
solution of thè problem. From thè beginning, too many of 
thè students in thè two groups had more learning 
difficulties as they progress in thè target learning tasks. The 
misunderstanding or difficulty encountered with any of thè 
sub -  skills or process further complicated thè learning.

This explains thè reason while positive relationships exist among thè 
CECs and finally with thè criterion task, hearing and distances.

Recommendati ons
The findings of this study inform thè following recommendations:

1. Teachers' responsibilities go beyond presentation of 
instructional content but sequencing it to support learning. 
Hence, teachers (especially mathematics teachers) should 
prepare their instructional content to include necessary 
Cognitive Entry Characteristics which should be sequenced to 
support learners achieve significantly in any target learning 
task.

2. Experts in Pedagogy and Instructional contents should be 
engaged from time to time by Teachers' employers 
(government, Missions and Individuai) in organizing 
Workshops and Seminars on structuring of instructional 
content. This is needful to assist every teacher in preparation 
dissemination of instructional content that yields better 
achievement in school subjects especially, mathematics.

3. The current curriculum that is in use in thè secondary schools 
should be reviewed to include necessary CECs.

4. School Inspectors and Supervisors should not be left out in 
knowledge updates. They should be trained on thè efficacy of 
sequencing instructional content. This will equip them 
sufficiently to assist deficient teachers while on field.
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5. Sequencing of learning tasks hierarchically should be supported 
with appropriate remediation strategy to enhance better 
achievement among thè learners.

6. Examining Bodies such WAEC, NECO etc should make use of thè 
findings of this study while preparing Mathematics syllabus for 
schools. They should make sure that topics are arranged 
sequentially sirice some teachers can use such syllabus to teach

Conci usion
All students in Nigeria schools neèd to have thè opportunity to engagé 
in learning experiences that enhance mastery of educational goals and 
standards. Knowledge of mathematics and thè ability to apply 
mathematica! skills will not make all thè students mathematicians later 
in life but support them to solve problems especially those that involve 
geometrica! manipulation, basic operations (addition, subtraction, and 
multiplication, division) and everyday calculations. These can be 
actually possible if solid foundation for success in Mathematics is laid 
by teachers in schools by sequencing instructional content to foster 
effective learning.
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